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Low soil moisture predisposes 
field‑grown chickpea plants 
to dry root rot disease: evidence 
from simulation modeling 
and correlation analysis
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Rhizoctonia bataticola causes dry root rot (DRR), a devastating disease in chickpea (Cicer arietinum). 
DRR incidence increases under water deficit stress and high temperature. However, the roles of 
other edaphic and environmental factors remain unclear. Here, we performed an artificial neural 
network (ANN)‑based prediction of DRR incidence considering DRR incidence data from previous 
reports and weather factors. ANN‑based prediction using the backpropagation algorithm showed 
that the combination of total rainfall from November to January of the chickpea‑growing season 
and average maximum temperature of the months October and November is crucial in determining 
DRR occurrence in chickpea fields. The prediction accuracy of DRR incidence was 84.6% with the 
validation dataset. Field trials at seven different locations in India with combination of low soil 
moisture and pathogen stress treatments confirmed the impact of low soil moisture on DRR incidence 
under different agroclimatic zones and helped in determining the correlation of soil factors with DRR 
incidence. Soil phosphorus, potassium, organic carbon, and clay content were positively correlated 
with DRR incidence, while soil silt content was negatively correlated. Our results establish the role 
of edaphic and other weather factors in chickpea DRR disease incidence. Our ANN‑based model will 
allow the location‑specific prediction of DRR incidence, enabling efficient decision‑making in chickpea 
cultivation to minimize yield loss.

Field crops are routinely exposed to multiple abiotic and biotic stresses. Often, two or more stresses are influenced 
by each other, and the environmental  factors1–5. Dry root rot (DRR), one of the major diseases of chickpea (Cicer 
arietinum), is caused by the necrotrophc fungus Rhizoctonia bataticola. DRR is reported to cause up to 100% 
yield loss in chickpea under conditions favouring R. bataticola  growth6. DRR in chickpea has been reported to 
increase under low soil moisture and high temperature  conditions5,7–11. DRR disease incidence is also reported to 
be influenced by soil pH, with the highest DRR incidence occurring at pH 5.010. Similarly, soil type has an impact 
on disease incidence with clayey and sandy soil characteristics supporting DRR  occurrence10,12. Nevertheless, 
comprehensive information is not available on the possible role of major environmental and edaphic factors 
in DRR incidence and hence making it difficult to assess and predict DRR incidence in field-grown chickpea 
plants. Altering sowing time/location, application of soil amendments and irrigation schedule that otherwise 
predispose plants to DRR disease development can be used to manage the disease to an extent. Therefore, it is 
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imperative to decipher how environmental and edaphic factors are influencing DRR disease incidence and it is 
essential to formulate or model this finding for effective disease incidence prediction.

Artificial neural network (ANN) is a very efficient machine learning tool for building forecasting models of 
complex and nonlinear systems with a large number of predictor  variables13. The network modelling in ANN is 
data driven, and with suitable input (predictor) and output (response) data, it can efficiently establish relation-
ships with reliable predictability. Machine learning methods like multiple linear regression (MLR), ANN methods 
like backpropagation neural network (BPNN), generalized regression neural network (GRNN), recurrent neural 
networks (RNNs), and long short-term memory networks (LSTMs), and support vector machine (SVM) have 
been have been successfully applied to establish plant–pathogen–environment interactions and efficient disease 
predictions in crop plants such as rice, wheat, and  maize14–19. ANN has also been used to establish relationships 
between crop yield and edaphic and environmental factors in major crops like wheat, barley, soybean, sorghum, 
and  maize20–24.

In this study, we used an ANN-based simulation modeling approach to predict the possible contribution of 
environmental and edhaphic factors to DRR incidence using public resources. These predictions are validated 
through multi-location field experiments. Correlation between different factors and DRR disease incidence are 
providing comprehensive information that might prove valuable in controlling DRR disease during chickpea 
cultivation.

Results
Mining and curating DRR disease incidence and weather data from publicly available 
resources. To understand the factors influencing DRR incidence, we collected research articles and theses 
published during 2009–2018 focusing on DRR incidence in field-grown chickpea at multiple locations across 
India (Supplemenary Table S1). These studies included several geographic locations, percent disease incidences, 
soil types, and genotypes. The datasets included 11 genotypes, regions with black soil, red soil, and clay soil, 
irrigated and rainfed fields. Data from major soil types (black and red soil) and genotypes (JG11 and Annigeri 1, 
i.e., A1) were selected for soil and geneotype specific analysis (Supplementary File S1) as these two genotypes are 
majorly cultivated in southern region of the India contributing to a large percentage of total world production. 
Also, DRR disease information is majorly available for these two genotypes and black and red soil type.

The weather data obtained from the India meteorological department were analysed for the rabi season 
(October to February), for the year when field experiments were conducted (e.g., 2009–2010). The total monthly 
rainfall and average monthly temperature were calculated for October to February months (Supplementary File 
S1) as chickpea are shown in October and harvested in month of March in the area considered mentioned in this 
study. Further, total rainfall in two months and similarly three months and average minimum and maximum 
temperatures for the two months and three months starting (e.g. October + November, November + December 
etc.) were calculated (Supplementary file S1) to closely check which period rainfall is mostly impacting the DRR 
incidence. First, correlation analyses were performed with publicly available DRR disease incidence data to study 
the relation between DRR disease incidence and weather components rainfall and temperature/impact of weather 
factors on DRR disease incidence. Further, ANN training was used to establish relation weather/edaphic factors 
and DRR incidence under field condition.

DRR disease incidence was negatively correlated with rainfall and positively correlated with 
atmospheric temperature. Pearson’s correlation was performed between DRR disease incidence, 
monthly, two-months, three-months total rainfall, an average of monthly minimum and maximum tempera-
ture. A correlation matrix was developed in R. Correlation analyses showed a negative correlation between DRR 
disease incidence and rainfall. A correlation of − 0.49 was observed between DRR disease incidence and the total 
rainfall during November, and a correlation of − 0.45 was observed between DRR disease incidence and total 
rainfall from November to January (Fig. 1). A positive correlation was observed between DRR disease incidence 
and minimum and maximum atmospheric temperature. The correlation between DRR disease incidence and 
the average minimum temperature of February was 0.43. Similarly, the correlation values between DRR disease 
incidence and average maximum temperature of October and February were 0.42 and 0.36, respectively (Fig. 1, 
Supplementary Fig. S2a, Supplementary File S1). Since the total data used in the above correlation analyses are 
from varied sources, the variation caused by genotype and soil type can affect the correlation between DRR and 
weather factors. Therefore, we also analysed the genotype-wise and soil category-wise correlation of DRR dis-
ease incidence with rainfall and temperature. For both A1 and JG11 genotypes, DRR incidence was significantly 
correlated with the total rainfall of November (− 0.75 and − 0.64, respectively) and November to December 
(− 0.75 and − 0.54, respectively). The DRR incidence in genotype A1 was positively correlated with the average 
minimum and maximum temperature for October and February (0.74, 0.66, 0.72, 0.74, Fig. 1, Supplementary 
Fig. S2b, Supplementary File S1). For genotype JG11, a positive correlation was observed between DRR dis-
ease incidence and the average minimum temperature of October (0.60) and November (0.64). Similarly, DRR 
incidence showed a significant positive correlation with the average maximum temperature for October (0.85), 
November (0.71), January (0.75), and February (0.71) (Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S2c).

For both black and red soil types, DRR disease incidence was highly correlated with the total rainfall in 
November (− 0.71, − 0.75) and November to December (− 0.66, − 0.78). The average minimum temperature of 
October and November had a good correlation with DRR disease incidence for black soil (0.69, 0.65). In contrast, 
DRR incidence was highly correlated with the average minimum temperature for October (0.81) and November 
(0.76) for red soil (Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S2d and S2e). For black soil, DRR disease incidence was positively 
correlated with the average maximum temperature in October (0.73) and February (0.68). Moreover, for red 
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soil, the average maximum temperatures of January–February, and December–February were highly correlated 
with DRR disease incidence (0.88, 0.78) (Fig. 1, Supplementary Fig. S2d and S2e).

The negative correlation between DRR disease incidence and rainfall in the case of both the genotypes and 
both the soil types indicates that rainfall negatively influences DRR disease incidence irrespective of genotype or 
soil type. The positive correlation of the average maximum temperature of October with DRR disease incidence 
could be because of the influence of increased temperature on R. bataticola infectivity or its influence on soil 
moisture status.

Training of ANN and validation of the output. The pipeline for ANN-based simulation is outlined in 
Supplementary Fig. S1. ANN training was performed with chickpea genotype (Variety), soil type (Soil_number), 
and the data of weather factors as input variables, and DRR disease incidence as the output (single output). The 

Figure 1.  Correlation analyses between DRR disease incidence and weather parameters. Correlation analyses 
was performed using publicly available DRR disease incidence data to study the relation between DRR disease 
incidence and weather components; rainfall and temperature. DRR disease incidence data was gathered from 
published research articles and theses (Supplementary file S1, Supplementary Table S1). Weather data for 
the respective locations were acquired from Indian Meteorological Department. Weather data for the field 
trial season mentioned in the source was acquired, and the monthly average for the months from October to 
February for maximum and minimum temperature was calculated. Total monthly rainfall and total rainfall 
for the two and three consecutive months were also calculated. A correlation was performed using Pearson’s 
correlation method for all the possible weather factors and DRR Disease incidence (a). Correlation analyses was 
performed for complete DRR data set, and data set for the A1 genotype, JG11 genotype, red soil type and black 
soil type. Red boxes represents significant positive correlation, and blue boxes represent significant negative 
correlation, empty boxes represent no significant correlation. Correlation with p < 0.05 was taken as statistically 
significant. A negative correlation exists between DRR disease incidence and rainfall, while a positive correlation 
exists between disease incidence and minimum and maximum temperature. RainF = rainfall, MinT = minimum 
temperature, MaxT = Maximum temperature, DRR DI = DRR disease incidence, Oct = October, 
Nov = November, Dec = December, Jan = January, Feb = February, Mar = March.
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neuralnet algorithm with backpropagation algorithm with a linear activation was used for the training in R. The 
data set was scaled using min–max normalization method to scale the data between 0–1 before ANN training. 
Different hidden layers were tried during training to select the most suitable hidden layer for the best fit. The 
entire dataset (of 96 datapoint) for the neural network training was divided into 70% training set (67 data points) 
and 30% testing set (29 data points). Prediction accuracy of the neural network was tested with calculated root 
mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of regression (r), and coefficient of determination  (R2) between actual 
DRR disease incidence of the testing set and predicted disease incidence for the testing set. Various combinations 
of weather inputs were used for ANN training before selecting the best-fit model (Supplementary Table S2a). 
Also, K-fold cross validation was used for the selection of best fit model (Supplementary Table S2b). When only 
one weather factor, i.e., either rainfall or temperature, was included with soil type and genotype as input for ANN 
training, the coefficient of correlation between the predicted and actual DRR incidence ranged from 0.35 to 0.72 
(Supplementary Table S2a). Furthermore, combinations of weather input parameters–rainfall and maximum 
temperature–were used with genotype and soil type for ANN training. Out of 144 combinations of four inputs, 
the top 32 combinations with the highest r values were selected and rechecked by k-fold cross-validation (k = 10). 
The network trained with the input combination of Rainfall_NovDecJan, MaxT_OctNov, genotype, and soil type 
was found to have the highest r, RMSE, and  R2 between actual and predicted values (Supplementary Table S2b). 
Network topographs for the training and linear regression between actual and predicted values for the training 
set are shown in Fig. 2a, b, respectively. The best trained neural network with one hidden layer and three nodes 
(Fig. 2a) with linear activation function showed an RMSE of 8.04, r of 0.775, and  R2 of 0.600 between actual and 
predicted DRR incidence for the testing set (Fig. 2b). The network was validated using DRR disease incidence 
data from location-4 of a current year trial and a dataset from Sinha et al. (2019) (Supplementary File S1). The 
RMSE, r, and  R2 between the actual and predicted DRR disease incidence from the validation dataset were 
14.84, 0.89, and 0.79, respectively. Figure 2c shows line graphs for actual and predicted DRR disease incidence. 
Further, the prediction accuracy was checked by using a confusion matrix, and the accuracy was found to be 
0.84 (Fig. 2d).

Impact of edaphic factors on DRR disease incidence: evidence from field experiments. To 
assess the relation between low soil moisture/edaphic factors and DRR disease, field experiment with low to 
normal irrigation were performed at seven different geographical locations in India. Details of the location 
are in Supplementary Fig. S3. The treatments in the field experiemnts were low moisture stress (LSM), path-
ogen stress (PS), combined stress (CS), along with control in four replicates in RCB design (Supplementary 
Fig. S4). Soil composition and properties (Supplementary Table S3a) were assessed and disease incidence was 
calculated for all treatments. Majorly, content for nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), Potassium (K), organic carbon 
(OC), along with electrical conductivity, sand, silt and clay content have been measured. Location -2 and Loca-
tion-3 had soil with high sand content whereas Location-1 and Location-4 had higher silt content. Location-2 
and Location-4 had higher P, K and OC content compared to other locations (Supplementary Table S3a). DRR 
disease incidence data from locations 1–4 from the field experiment of the year 2019–2020 were analysed for 
Pearson’s correlation with the edaphic factor data for the respective trials (Supplementary File S1). To elimi-
nate the effect of the soil moisture component, which has been found to be a major influence, and to focus on 
other edaphic factors, DRR incidence data were considered from PS treatment plots (Supplementary File S1, 
Supplementary Table S3a). With a correlation coefficient of 0.96, phosphorus (P) showed a significant positive 
correlation (p-value 3.62E−07) with DRR disease incidence (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table S3b, S3c). Similarly, 
potassium (K) and total organic carbon (OC) had a positive correlation, with correlation coefficients of 0.62 
(p-value 0.022) and 0.78 (p-value 0.0013), respectively (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table S3b, S3c). Clay content of 
the soil was positively correlated with DRR incidence (correlation coefficient, 0.89, p-value 3.47E-05), while silt 
content showed a significant negative correlation (correlation coefficient, − 0.81, p-value 0.00077) (Fig. 3, Sup-
plementary Table S3b, S3c). Although electrical conductivity (EC) did not show a direct significant correlation, 
it showed a negative correlation with clay content, implying a negative impact on DRR disease incidence (Fig. 3, 
Supplementary Table S3b, S3c).

DRR disease incidence increased under low soil moisture stress: evidence from field experi‑
ments. The soil moisture content in all the field trial locations was significantly lower in LSM and CS treat-
ments compared to control and PS treatments. The soil moisture content in LSM and CS was 5–10%, whereas 
in the control and PS, it was around 15–25% (Supplementary Fig. S7). The differential irrigation regimen also 
affected chickpea plant growth in the treatment plots (Supplementary Fig. S5). The influence of weather factors, 
namely average temperature, average humidity, and total rainfall in field trial locations across years, was studied 
(Supplementary Fig. S8). The results showed that soil moisture was the significantly influencing parameter of 
DRR disease incidence compared to other parameters. The DRR disease incidence during the trial year 2018–
2019 in location-1 significantly increased to 44.13% under CS treatment compared to 33.56% disease incidence 
in the PS treatment (Fig. 4). Similarly, disease incidence increased from 83.07% in the PS treatment to 95.98% 
in the CS treatment in location-2 during the 2018–2019 trial. Field trials conducted during 2019–2020 also 
showed increased DRR disease incidence in CS plots compared to PS treatment in locations 1, 4, and 5 (Fig. 4). 
The disease severity index also increased under CS compared to the PS treatment (Supplementary Fig. S11b). 
The increase in DRR incidence was also evident at 50% flowering and podding stages of chickpea growth (Sup-
plementary Fig. S9c–f). Yield reduction in CS and PS was concomitant with increased disease incidence. The 
total average yield in the CS treatment was 63.36 gm/m2 compared to 110.86 gm/m2 in the PS treatment in 
location-1 during the 2018–2019 field trial (Supplementary Fig. S10a). A reduction in chickpea root volume was 
observed under the CS treatment (Supplementary Fig. S11). In addition, increased number of root tips and forks 
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in chickpea was observed in LSM compared to control (Supplementary Fig. S11). Apart from chickpea genotype 
PUSA 372, which was used in all the field trial locations, increased DRR disease incidence was also observed for 
chickpea genotypes ICC4958 and JG 62 in a field trial (Supplementary Fig. S12). In all three chickpea genotypes, 

Figure 2.  Training, testing, and validation of neural network. Neural network was trained using total rainfall 
from November to January (RainF_NovDecJan), an average of maximum temperature for the October and 
November months (MaxT_JanFeb) along with information about variety (Variety) and soil type (Soil_number) 
as input, and DRR disease incidence data (Supplementary File S1) as output. The entire dataset was divided 
into 70% training set and 30% testing set. Neural network (NN) was trained in R using neuralnet algorithm 
with backpropagation method. The best fit in NN training was obtained with one hidden layer having three 
nodes. Network topology for the training and linear regression between actual and predicted for the training 
set are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Numbers in connecting lines from input layer to hidden layer and 
from hidden layer to output layer represent weights used in the model and number connecting blue circles are 
biases. Linear activation function was used for the network training. Validation of the trained neural network 
was performed with DRR disease incidence from the current (2019–2020) field experiment study and with 
DRR incidence data of location-2 from Sinha et al. (2019) research article. Validation data set included DRR 
disease incidence data from severe combined stress treatment plots. Input and output data used for validation 
is in Supplementary File S1. A comparison between actual (red) and predicted DRR disease incidence 
(green) is shown as line graph (d). RMSE, r and  R2 is showing root mean square error, correlation coefficient 
and coefficient of determination, respectively. DRR incidence was categorized into High DRR (disease 
incidence > 30%) and Low DRR (disease incidence < 30%) and confusion matrix was created with actual and 
predicted DRR incidence for the validation set. The prediction accuracy was calculated.
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roots from CS treatment plots contained significantly higher number of R. bataticola microsclerotia compared to 
roots from the PS treatment (Fig. 5) showing that irrespective of their level of disease resistance, they are vulner-
able to DRR under low soil moisture conditions. Increased DRR disease incidence was also observed in farmers’ 
fields with low or no irrigation in Anantapur (Supplementary Fig. S13), Kurnool, Kaddapa, and Sriganganagar 
districts in India (Supplementary Fig. S14) compared to well-irrigated fields.

Discussion
DRR outbreak in fields can severely compromise chickpea  production6. Therefore, the foresight of DRR disease 
occurrence is critical for limiting its effect on chickpea production. Early disease prediction can allow farmers 
to employ appropriate measures before infection or at the early stages of pathogen appearance as it is difficult 
to control DRR at later stages. DRR occurrence is highly influenced by environmental conditions for entry as 
well as its growth in plants. DRR in chickpea is known to thrive under low soil moisture and high-temperature 
 conditions5,8. The hypothesis behind our current study was that DRR incidence in chickpea could be predicted 
in the field by understanding the influence of each environmental and edaphic factor involved in DRR disease 
progression. Based on the DRR disease incidence data from various public respurces, we report here that total 
rainfall and maximum temperature during the chickpea growing season largely impact DRR incidence in chick-
pea. Rainfall negatively influenced DRR incidence, whereas temperature positively regulated DRR incidence, and 
consequently, low rainfall and high temperature increased DRR disease incidence (Fig. 1). We also used a neural 
network-based simulation model with rainfall and temperature as input variables and predicted DRR incidence 
with an accuracy of 84%. Machine learning methods like  ANN25–28 have been rigorously used to understand 
plant–pathogen–environment interactions and to identify the factors most relevant to disease  incidence14,15. 
ANN has the advantage of establishing nonlinear relationships and is thus superior to linear regression and 
multiple linear  regression13. In the current model, we used three environmental factors as inputs, among which 
the combination of rainfall and maximum temperature could most closely predict DRR incidence. To accom-
modate genotypic variation and the influence of different soil types in disease incidence, numerically converted 
genotype and soil details were incorporated as inputs along with environmental factors. When rainfall and tem-
perature were used alone for training, the predicted DRR incidence were largely different from that of an actual 
incidence. The ANN-based prediction suggested that DRR incidence is highly dependent on the combination 
of rainfall and temperature.

Rainfall determines the soil moisture content of crop fields as both factors are linearly  related29. Similarly, 
temperature majorly influences the moisture content of the soil in the  field30–32. Thus, together, these two param-
eters decide the soil moisture level of the field. In the present study, we observed a high correlation between the 
average temperature of October and disease incidence, indicating that the low soil moisture due to high tem-
perature during chickpea sowing and germination affects DRR incidence by either increasing the pathogen load 
in soil or facilitating pathogen entry into the plant during the early plant growth phase. In addition, the maxi-
mum temperature during the podding period, i.e., February, was highly correlated with DRR incidence. Again, 
high temperatures during podding can influence the fungus itself or alternatively decrease the soil moisture 

Figure 3.  Correlation between DRR disease incidence and various edaphic factors. DRR disease incidence data 
from the field trial year 2018–19 and 2019–20 were analyzed for correlation (Pearson) with the edaphic factors 
for the respective trials. Red circles in correlation matrix represent significant positive correlation, and blue 
circles represent significant negative correlation, empty circles represent no significant correlation. Correlation 
with p < 0.05 was taken as statistically significant. Data used for the analyses along with correlation matrix with 
p-value is in Supplementary Table S3. DRR-DI = DRR disease incidence, EC = electrical conductivity of soil, 
organic C = organic carbon of soil.
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level by increasing evapotranspiration. Alternatively, high temperature may activate the pathogen in the soil, 
which otherwise is in the dormant phase for long period of  time33. Further studies are required to understand 
this mechanism. Similar to the correlation results, ANN training with a combination of total rainfall from 
November to January and the average maximum temperature of October and November resulted in the best-fit 
model with high prediction accuracy. Also, similar to correlation analysis, ANN trained with the combination 
of total rainfall from November to January, and the average maximum temperature of February showed a high 
prediction accuracy. Both correlation and ANN training indicated a strong influence of the combination of the 
maximum temperatures for October and February with total rainfall from November to January in influencing 
DRR disease incidence.

A plethora of studies have examined plant–pathogen–water interactions. Usually, high moisture supports 
foliar disease development, while the influence of water in root disease varies with the pathogen and plant 
 type1,34. R. bataticola infection and DRR disease development in chickpea have been reported to increase under 
low soil  moisture5,8,12,35. However, the exact mechanism for the same has not been deciphered yet. Besides low 
soil moisture, many other environmental and edaphic factors interact with the plant and pathogen during DRR 
disease development, but their direct or indirect role in disease development or water deficit stress imposition 

Figure 4.  Dry root rot disease incidence under pathogen, and combined stress treatments in field trials. Field 
experiment was conducted at three different geographical locations during 2018–2019 and seven different 
geographical locations during 2019–2020 in India (Supplementary Fig. S5) with control, PS, LSM, and CS 
(Supplementary Fig. S6). The experiment was conducted with four replicates in RCB design. The results from 
PS and CS treatments were analysed to understand the impact of low soil moisture on DRR incidence. The field 
trial layout (representative) for PS treatment and CS treatment are shown in figure (a) and (b), respectively. 
Percent DRR disease incidence calculated during the field trial period are shown for five field trial location in 
the graph (c). All the DRR disease incidence is an average of three to four RCB replicates with Standard error of 
mean. Significance difference between means were analysed by Student’s t test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, ***p < 000.5. 
PS, pathogen stress; CS, combined low soil moisture and pathogen stress.
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Figure 5.  Low soil moisture aggravates the DRR incidence in various chickpea genotypes. Chickpea genotypes 
PUSA 372, ICC 4958 and JG 62 were used to explore the impact of soil water deficit stress on DRR disease 
incidence. The experiment was conducted during the rabi season (October to March, 2019–2020). Plants were 
imposed with LSM, PS, and CS treatments and along with control. Plants were uprooted at the time of maturity 
and examined for the presence of microsclerotia in the root. Handmade root sections were made at 2 cm from 
the point of seed attachment. Microsclerotia present on the root was counted. Images (a) show the transverse 
section of three genotypes in all the treatments and control. Graph (b) shows the number of microsclerotia in 
the root sections. Images were captured under the 0.5X objective lens of the research stereo microscope SMZ25. 
Scale bar is 500 µm. N = 3. Significance difference was determined using one-way ANOVA (p < 0.0001) and the 
asterisk represents the significance. Blue arrows show the microsclerotia. LSM, low soil moisture; PS, pathogen 
stress; CS, combined low soil moisture and pathogen stress.
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has not been reported in the literature. Our field experiment at seven different geographical locations indicated 
the relation of low soil moisture in DRR development. In addition, we observed the relationships of P, K, and OC 
content of the soil, as well as soil type, with disease occurrence. Edaphic factors have been shown to influence 
root diseases in various  ways36. The composition of the soil, depending on the percentage of clay, silt, or sand, 
decides the water-holding capacity of the soil, and in turn, decides the soil moisture content. Smaller particles like 
silt and clay hold more water due to a larger surface area. The present correlation analysis showed a positive cor-
relation between DRR and clay content and a negative correlation between silt and DRR incidence. The negative 
correlation between silt and DRR can be inferred in terms of soil moisture content; however, the role of clay in 
DRR incidence is more than just in terms of water-holding capacity of the soil. Taya and  group12 reported higher 
DRR incidence in chickpea grown on sandy soil and clay soil. They also reported increased DRR incidence with 
an increase in nitrogen (N) content and decreased DRR incidence with increased P content of the soil. However, 
we observed a positive correlation of P with DRR incidence in our study. A strong positive correlation between 
DRR incidence and soil K levels and OC was also observed in our study. Although the role of K in DRR incidence 
has not been reported earlier, for various other fungal pathogens,  K+ deficiency has been found to increase fungal 
disease in  plants37. Overall, the correlation analyses suggested important roles of nutrients like P, K, and OC 
in DRR incidence; therefore, maintaining adequate levels can help in controlling DRR incidence in chickpea.

In summary, this study unravels the dependence of DRR incidence in chickpea on the soil moisture content, 
with severe DRR occurring mainly under very low soil moisture. Simulation modeling suggested that rainfall 
and temperature majorly impact DRR incidence, probably via influencing soil moisture content or R. bataticola 
mycelial growth. Soil type and nutrients like K further influence DRR occurrence. We propose that detailed 
information on the role of edaphic factors on DRR incidence can be used to develop simulation methods for a 
more accurate prediction of DRR incidence in the farmers’ fields and thereby limit severe yield losses caused 
by this disease.

Materials and methods
Data acquisition for simulation modeling by ANN. Data for DRR incidence in the field were acquired 
from publicly available research articles and theses to perform ANN-based simulation modeling. In total, nine 
research articles and three Ph.D. theses that reported DRR incidence in the field across different geographical 
locations in India were collected (Supplementary Table S1). Data from all these sources were assembled with 
information such as location (including up to village level, if available), percent DRR incidence, soil type, irriga-
tion pattern, and seed treatment (Supplementary File S1). The DRR disease incidence data from rainfed condi-
tions were considered for the ANN training. The air temperature and rainfall data for the respective locations 
(from the closest weather stations) were obtained from the India Meteorological Department (IMD; https:// 
mausam. imd. gov. in/). The monthly averages for maximum and minimum temperatures from October to Febru-
ary were calculated (Supplementary File S1). Similarly, total rainfall per month from October to February was 
calculated (Supplementary File S1).

Steps involved in the execution of ANN. The steps followed for the ANN analyses are illustrated in 
Supplementary Fig. S1.

The neural network was performed in R using the neuralnet  package38 (https:// github. com/ bips- hb/ neura 
lnet). A combination of input variables (Supplementary Table S2) was used to study the closest set of weather 
variables influencing DRR disease incidence. The genotypes and soil types were converted to numeric codes for 
use as input values (Supplementary File S1). For all the neural network modeling, input, and output data were 
scaled using min–max  normalization39.

The dataset was further divided into 70% and 30% for training and testing, respectively. Training of the model 
was performed by varying the number of hidden layers and input variables. Neuralnet uses the backpropagation 
algorithm for network  training39. The performance of the model was examined by DRR prediction for the test 
set. Next, k-fold cross-validation was performed with k = 10. The average of the coefficient of correlation (r) of 
all 10 networks was calculated, and the best-fit network with the highest average was selected for validation. The 
DRR disease incidence obtained by neuralnet was rescaled using the following  formula39:

The prediction efficiency between actual and predicted DRR for the test set was checked by calculating the 
correlation coefficient (r), coefficient of determination  (R2), and root mean squared error (RMSE). Supplemen-
tary Table S2 summarizes the number of hidden layers, r,  R2, and RMSE values for each combination of input 
variables.

DRR incidence was categorized into LowDRR (DRR incidence < 30%) and HighDRR (DRR incidence > 30%), 
and a confusion matrix was created with LowDRR as TN and HighDRR as TP. Prediction accuracy was checked 
using the following formula:

where TP = true positive, TN = true negative, FN = false negative, FP = false positive.

MinMax scaled data =
data−minimumof data

range of data

RescaledDRRDI = DRRDI ∗ range of data + minimumof data.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
,

https://mausam.imd.gov.in/
https://mausam.imd.gov.in/
https://github.com/bips-hb/neuralnet
https://github.com/bips-hb/neuralnet
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A dataset containing DRR disease incidence and respective input weather data from field location-4 and 
experimental data from Sinha et al.5 from location-2 (Supplementary File S1) was used for the validation of best-
fit ANN models. Prediction accuracy was determined with r,  R2, and RMSE and checked with a confusion matrix.

Field experiments for assessing DRR incidence and associated factors. Field experiments to 
study the impact of environmental and edaphic factors on DRR disease incidence were conducted at three differ-
ent locations during the year 2018–2019 and seven different locations during the year 2019–2020 (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3). R. bataticola pathogen load in each field was checked by assessing a pathogen-susceptible chickpea 
varieties JG62, BG212, JAK9218, and L550. Pathogen load was categorized into mild, moderate, and severe, 
depending on percent DRR disease incidence (Supplementary Table S4). To study the impact of soil moisture on 
DRR incidence, four types of treatment plots with two different irrigation regimes with fungicide-treated plots 
and untreated plots were maintained. For fungicide treated plot seed were treated with a mixture of Bavistin 
(50% WP Carbendazim, Hindustan Antibiotics Limited, Pune) and SAAF (Carbendazim 12% Mancozeb 63% 
WP, United Phosphorus Limited, Mumbai) in the concentration of 10 g/kg of seeds before sowing. Adequately 
irrigated plots (to maintain soil moisture of 15–25%) with fungicide treatment were considered as control plots. 
Less irrigated plots (to keep the soil moisture between 5 and 12% for the most duration) with fungicide treat-
ments were considered as low soil moisture treatment plots. Similarly, adequately irrigated plots with no fungi-
cide treatment were considered pathogen treatment plots, while less irrigated plots with no fungicide treatment 
were named combined stress treatment plots. Four replicates were maintained for each treatment, and they were 
randomized using a randomized complete block design (RCBD) (Supplementary Fig. S4). Soil moisture was 
recorded using a Leutron soil moisture meter (PMS-714; Leutron Electronics, Taipei, Taiwan). Data for air tem-
perature, humidity, and rainfall were obtained from India Meterological Department. Percent disease incidence 
data were recorded as per the method mentioned in Sinha et al.5 (Supplementary File S1). Total seed weight was 
recorded at the end of the field trial (Supplementary File S1). The disease severity index was calculated with five 
disease scores (Supplementary Fig. S11) using the formula mentioned  below40:

Assessment of soil properties and composition. Soil samples collected from field locations were ana-
lysed for soil N, P, K, OC, pH, EC, soil type, and water-holding capacity at the Central Laboratory for Soil 
and Plant Analysis, Division of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry, Indian Agricultural Research Institute, 
Pusa, New Delhi.

Field data analyses. Averages (with the standard error of the mean) of monthly soil moisture, air tempera-
ture, air humidity, and rainfall were calculated and presented for each location. For the DRR severity index (DSI) 
and DRR disease incidence, the average of four RCBD replicates was calculated. Significant differences between 
means were tested by Student’s t-test and one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test. Pearson’s correlation 
analyses were performed between DRR disease incidence and each of the weather and edaphic parameters. All 
the statistical analyses were performed in R.

Microscopy observations. Plant roots were collected from Pusa 372, JG 62 (aka. ICC 4951) and ICC 4958 
genotypes during the crop maturation period and hand sections at 2 cm from the point of seed attachment were 
made using blade (Gillette, Mumbai, India). Sections were observed for the presence for microsclerotia in the 
epidermis, cortex, and vascular bundles and pith regions. Sections were observed under 0.5X objective lens of 
research stereo microscope SMZ25 (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

Statement on third party material. Root samples were collected from our laboratory experiments from 
the said varieties (under ‘Microscopy observations’ above). The plants were grown in our growth chamber and 
after the said treatments the roots were taken. Since it is our own experiments in the lab, there will be no permis-
sion needed.
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